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Destination Livingstone was registered as an NGO in Zambia in June 2020 at a
time when the world was turned upside down by Covid 19. During our entire
existence we have been affected negatively by the COVID 19 virus and all the
travel restrictions imposed by authorities around the globe. Livingstone has been
impacted in ways that the rest of the world cannot imagine. 

But, amid all of the problems, Destination Livingstone has continued to spread its
positive influence to create a better Livingstone in which people live and work,
and to improve it as a destination for people to visit.  This work has been led by
our Business Development Manager Ms Rosie Mercer and her team of
supporters. Our report lists their many achievements during the period and lays
out some of the tasks for the year ahead. 

Our new Government under the leadership of His Excellency President Hakainde
Hichilema, has laid out its vision for tourism in the country. Livingstone’s MP is
one of our own, Rodney Sikumba, now the Honourable Minister of Tourism. As a
member of our Board he supported the initiatives of Destination Livingstone, in
particular our desire to have a state of the art Visitor’s Information Centre at The
Victoria Falls. The platform for a recovery of the tourism sector in the city is set as
the world begins to travel again. 

We are looking forward to working with local businesses and private citizens so
that they are fully on board and willing to work with us to fast track the plans. We
aim to streamline our own Board to ensure that the efficiency of our efforts is
maximised so that the Destination Livingstone Master Plan once again gains
momentum.

 
I also wish to acknowledge the support and funding which we received from
Prospero Zambia which made it possible to accomplish what you will see
evidenced in this report.

Chairman's Statement
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Peter Jones, Chairman



An internship programme commenced within 3 months of Destination Livingstone registering as
an NGO.  The programme was developed to give recent graduates more awareness of tourism
as an industry and the impact that it has on the community of Livingstone.  It provides a chance
to develop their skills in tourism development, project management, fund-raising, research and
often their first opportunity to work within a small team.  Part of their familiarisation with
Livingstone’s tourism offerings were visits to the key attractions which included Museums, Art
Gallery and the National Park to report on them from the perspective of visitors.

Internship Programme

We also had support from our interns in the areas
of graphic design, publicity and media promotion
as well as community engagement.

Subjects researched included:

Landscaping our city
Rhinos in Mosi-Oa-Tunya National Park
Litter control and Clean-Ups
Effects of Covid19 on SMEs
Street murals
Curio Traders Associations
Community organisations -factsheets
Places of interest - factsheets
Conservation Clubs – Teacher lesson plans
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We thank the following people who have been with us over the last 18 months and provided
7,000+ hours of support to our programmes. Whilst sorry to see them go, we had 2 leave to take
up jobs and 1 to finish her Masters degree and get married – we see that as success!!  Many
achievements as well as FUN!!

Chinyama Chidawka
Cleopatrah Chisabi
Elizabeth Chitondo
Mutinta Havuluma
Sam Johanes
Pretty Mbaiwa
Anthony Miyoba
Namakau Mubita
Chali Mufalo
Mupotola Siloka
Dorothy Tembo

The intern programme will continue into 2022 with work on the Livingstone tourism carbon
footprint and forest and land protection and regeneration. We will continue with a new
emphasis on sustainable tourism and digital communication.
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And it is great to acknowledge
former intern Dorothy Tembo for
her help in the design of this Annual
Report.



The talents of our people were well supported in the first 18 months of Destination Livingstone’s
existence. The major celebration was in March 2021 in completing the Forest of Faces sculpture
park at the Civic Centre. This initiative gave a financial lifeline to 21 local sculptors, selected through
an open competition, as well as an opportunity to be innovative and create the only installation of
its kind in Zambia. Instead of small curio souvenirs, they produced absolutely stunning 2-4 metre
high tree sculptures depicting aspects of Livingstone’s life past and present. As the project
progressed the artists themselves were conscious of the opportunity they had been given.

“My life will never be the same again with my work being erected at the Civic Centre, because
my art work will put Zambia on the world map”. Kenneth Balengu

“Finally, my time has come because my talent will be recognised by many people and I am the
happiest person for my work to be erected at the Civic Centre”. Fredrick Mwansa

The sculptures represented historical events such as David Livingstone meeting the local Chief, our
culture with masks and heads, animals including the issue of human wildlife conflict, traditional
family way of life and modern day issues such as climate change. It has become a favourite selfie
spot and even hosted a wedding in November 2021.

A documentary film was created by LiFiMa, Livingstone Filmmakers, and can be viewed on our
YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLeLMv2pff-QdYMJd4W5Twg).

 
 

Our creative people
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https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLeLMv2pff-QdYMJd4W5Twg


Over Easter 2021, we organised a community
art project which had local people as young as
2 and as old as 66, become part of 3 days of
fun to produce a novel artwork and tourist
attraction.

Our “Selfie Street” has 10 panels each
portraying different elements familiar to
Livingstone stories and culture where people
can stand and take a ‘selfie’. Catch a croc, beat
the drums or be a butterfly are all available for
photo opportunities. 

Art competitions open to all our community
were held most months with themes including
rhinos, sports, recycled art and African
Christmas trees. These were fun and produced
wonderful drawings, paintings and sculptures
some of which were exhibited in the National
Art Gallery in Livingstone. 
 

 

Livingstone's Selfie Street

Art competitions
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Conservation and Wildlife
Mosi-Oa-Tunya National Park is the only place in Zambia where there are white rhinos within the
National Park protected areas. In August 2021 when we were told that food was needed for
these animals as the long dry season had denuded all the grass which they survive on, we took
this on as a project.

Our first ever attempt at crowdfunding on the GlobalGiving platform, under the campaign slogan
“Feed a Hero, Be a Hero”, raised a total of k40,000 ($2,350) from local and international donors.
In addition other in-kind support including hay and its transportation from Choma, fundraising,
publicity and promotion of the campaign to the value of $4,300, was provided locally. 

The Senior Warden’s main concern in protecting our rhinos is about maintaining their food
supply during the dry months so that they do not wander off from their heavily protected area,
in search of food. In 2022 we will be including small scale farmers in piloting various hardy
grasses and legumes, as less water dependent crops, to add to the rhino’s diet.

Thank you everyone for your support.

 
Erick Mwamba
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In March 2021 our intern Pretty Mbaiwa and CATS developed a concept “Tipunzile – Let us Learn".
The first community based tourism product was the Tipunzile Game Drive providing an affordable
safari for Zambian citizens into the Mosi-Oa-Tunya National Park. This proved to be a huge
success with 300 people having game drives within the first two months, many seeing our local
park and animals for the first time.

 

DL Partners  with CATS  to promote Wildlife Conservation
Conservation of wildlife and its habitat
featured heavily in the Destination
Livingstone Management Plan 2020-25.
With The Conservation and Wildlife Society
(CATS) represented on our Board, we
worked alongside them as they were the
only conservation organisation active within
the city. We engaged an intern to work on
preparing lesson plans for school teachers
with the view to setting up Conservation
Clubs. This is currently being piloted by
CATS in a number of local schools in
deprived areas of Livingstone.

Helping out at the first CATS Roadshow held
in the Zambezi ward in November 2021, our
interns returned with wonderful children’s
drawings in our Wildlife Art competition.
They will be displayed in the Public Library
in the Children's Section which we are
refurbishing.

The Tipunzile concept was expanded later in the
year to include the Tipunzile Cultural Tour which
provides visitors with a glimpse into the lives of
those living in Dambwa compound. The tour
includes traditional dancing, sampling local food,
learning about local medicines and traditional
remedies, storytelling and music. Our assistance
to CATS was in the form of graphic design and
printing of flyers and posters, promotional work
and administering the bookings for the first few
months. 
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Domestic Tourism-Who, What, When, Where
As a result of the Covid pandemic and restrictions on travel, the number of international
travellers to Zambia had plummeted in 2020. Livingstone, as Zambia’s tourism capital, had
been particularly badly affected. The Minister of Tourism and Arts had pronounced that
domestic tourism needed to grow in order to help alleviate the problems that the tourism
sector was facing. However, data on domestic tourism was hard to corroborate and there
was a lack of understanding about what Zambians wanted when they travelled.

In the first quarter of 2021 Destination Livingstone undertook market research to better
understand the domestic tourism market and how it affected Livingstone. The key objective
of the market research was to gain insight into the perception of domestic tourism in
Zambia and more especially for Livingstone from both past and potential consumers. 

 The research data, plus a number of stakeholder meetings to discuss the findings, gave us
the impetus to work on ways to improve information provision for potential visitors. These
included new means of digital information – our mobile app - and our social media plus
training small businesses to improve their social media marketing.
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The information given below refers to Livingstone specifically

46% travelled by public transport
37% used their personal vehicle

18%  were aware of special offers and 
discounts for local residents.
47% had challenges finding affordable
accommodation

39% wanted more advertising of
promotions and discounts on
both traditional and social
media platforms.

11% had challenges finding information on activities

80% of the respondents used
Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter.
69% using Google or Yahoo search
engines

10% spent less than 3 days
44% spent between 3-5 days
37% spent 1 week in Livingstone

53% had not yet travelled to Livingstone citing
insufficient funds, work-business-school
schedules, concerns over Covid, distance to
travel and the upcoming August 2021 general
election

The key factors to be considered when
planning a visit to Livingstone included
accommodation (82%), 
travelling to Livingstone (69%),
food (63%), activities (50%) and travel
within Livingstone (43%)
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PREFERRED ACTIVITIES
 
 
 
 



Jointly, with concerned citizens and other community
organisations, we took part in several community Clean
Ups throughout the last 18 months.  We aspire to help
manage the environment effectively and improve our
green credentials.  In making our waste control more
effective, it will help provide the experience and promise
our visitors are looking for – a clean green destination.

Making Livingstone a Greener Destination

During our survey of businesses
within the central business
district of the city, it was
observed that most people did
not know about the existence of
collection/ recycling services
available to them. 

“There is no point in creating a rich destination full of creativity and fascinating stories if
our iconic sites, national parks and streets are full of rubbish.”

The lack of consistent collection of waste by contractors has left most people with little or no
option but to dispose of their own waste at illegal dumpsites.  We supported the establishment
of the Aggregation Hub mid 2021, which has since supplied businesses with bags and bulk bags
for them to separate the waste that they can recycle, namely plastic bottles, paper and
cardboard and aluminium cans.
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Our “Sustainability Journey” was kickstarted with research into the key areas of concern
regarding greenhouse gas emissions. From this we produced a series of factsheets to help
inform our businesses and residents of simple ways that they can help address this problem.
The factsheets cover Circular Economy, Energy efficiency, Water use and reuse, Solid waste
management, Reducing food waste. Mindful of the detrimental effect of Covid19 on our
businesses, we concentrated on showing simple low-cost and inexpensive ways to reduce use of
energy, water, plastic and other solid waste within their business. We also produced information
for visitors so that they too can help make Livingstone a Greener Destination during their stay.

It surprised us greatly to discover that if food waste was classed as a country, it would be third
after the USA and China in terms of greenhouse gas emissions. 2022 will see us work more in
this area by engaging hotels, guest houses, restaurants, bars, schools and households in
reducing the amount of organic matter than ends up in our landfill site.
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Support to small businesses
Many small businesses operating in the tourism sector told us that advertising costs are high
and the smaller accommodation providers and tour operators do not have the capacity or
resources to plan or execute marketing campaigns.  Those that did not have a strong online
presence enquired about how to increase their profile and make more effective use of social
media as a marketing strategy. In addition our research into domestic tourism also highlighted
the difficulty that potential visitors had in finding current information on what Livingstone was
offering.

In November 2021 we provided Social Media training to 22 individuals representing 19 small
businesses and community organisations.  The 4-day course held everyone’s attention as
attendance was 100%, indicative of the subject matter being of great importance to the
attendees.  This was followed up with one-on-one sessions where specific issues were discussed
and many suggestions made to help them improve their photos, content and timing of posts.
Our  thanks to Michelle Stanton for assisting us in this work.

Social media training
 

“I enjoyed the teaching, it’s amazing and I am equipped. 
 My views have really changed.  I mean people started

calling me the moment I started my Business Suite, asking
for locations of my products.”

 
“I am able to create a website now.  I have learnt how to

use Canva and come up with good flyers for my business.” 
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An important aspect of any visitor’s trip is to look for a
memento or souvenir to take home.  Livingstone has a
thriving arts and crafts industry with several curio markets
where artisans sell their wares.  However, it is not always a
great interaction for tourists, and we set out to discuss a
range of topics with representatives from the Mukuni
Curio Traders Association in the centre of the town.  

In December 2021 we had fun and laughs with the group
as we related stories about our own interactions as both
sellers and buyers.  But we also had serious talk about
pricing, product quality, new products involving recycled
materials, display and promotion, customer relations and
climate change and sustainability.  It was great to see an
acknowledgement that some aspects of their businesses
would need to change to fall into line with new thinking
from those in developed countries about the use of
natural resources including trees. 

In offering small grants for new products which would not
use wood, we received 10 requests from the attendees
and will be following up with them in 2022.  

Curio Traders
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Our first digital information resource was a new website that went live towards the end of
2020 (www.destinationlivingstone.org)   Initially it had the aim of providing information about
the organisation to local residents and other Zambian citizens to understand what we were
all about.  During 2021 we added blogs to help showcase the attractions and activities found
within Livingstone.  We make available our publications in downloadable format on the site. 
 In 2022 it will change emphasis looking to the international market again as we hope for a
more stable global system of reduced travel restrictions which will encourage a greater
number of people to want to travel again.

Whilst we had engaged with local residents to assist us with social media posts, our social
media presence really took off in March 2021 with a new campaign to support our domestic
tourism work, under the slogan Mosi-Oa-Tunya, The Smoke that Thunders. This was well
supported though very high quality photos, videos and blogs produced by Tony and Kim
Barnett, made possible through a Covid relief grant from Prospero. Our followers increased
by 600% to reach 2,184,413 people by the end of the 4 month campaign with over 130,000
views of the new videos and 200 additional subscribers to our newsletters. Our intern
Mutinta Havuluma attended the social media training already described, and has since taken
over the social media side of our communications. 

Having a number of professional videos relating to our tourism attractions and other tourist
information, plus a documentary on the Forest of Faces, a YouTube channel was set up to
showcase this information. Still new, we are promoting it through links on our social media
posts. It is available at Destination Livingstone Media.
 (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCLeLMv2pff-QdYMJd4W5Twg).

Digital communications
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Destination Livingstone was proud to launch the “GoVicFalls” mobile app in September
2021, a new source of easily accessible information for everyone interested in what
Livingstone has to offer.  Relevant to local residents as well as both domestic and
international tourists, the app is currently available for Android on the Google Playstore
and had grown to 350 listings by the end of 2021.  

A new section to be introduced in 2022 will advertise events and specials from our many
businesses and we will apply for approval to be available on the Apple platform.

"GoVicFalls" App
 

With the app, users have the chance
to view various lodges and hotels
that might be of interest and even
make bookings before they travel. 
 The inspiration behind the app is to
showcase all aspects of Livingstone’s
life highlighting the breadth of
interests and activities that we can
satisfy.  It lists tours and activities,
places to eat, nightlife options,
shopping and markets, ATMs and
bureau de change plus chemists and
clinics and much more.  

If you visit and would like to try a
beaded dreadlock hairstyle, you can
find barbers listed.  You break your
glasses, we list opticians. You want a
longer stay to volunteer with one of
our community organizations, we
have provided details to showcase
their work.
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We availed of information sessions covering product development, marketing, financial
modelling and governance.  We also informed Livingstone businesses of the excellent free
webinars held on a regular basis by CBI Netherlands. Our Board later agreed to include a
feasibility study into the establishment of a Visitor’s Information Centre at the Victoria Falls/
Mosi-Oa-Tunya World Heritage site, a priority for our partners, the National Heritage
Conservation Commission.  Over the course of six months we consolidated ideas into a detailed
working document "Victoria Falls Visitor Centre – Concept Note“.

The recently published Zambia Domestic Tourism Development Strategy 2022-26 has
Information Centres as a key component of its information dissemination activity.  It is
anticipated that given the work we have already completed with our partners, that this project
idea will be further developed in 2022.

Collaborations

In May 2020 our initial contact was made
with the CBI Netherlands organisation which
had a history of supporting the Zambia
tourism sector.  Whilst Covid 19 restricted
their anticipated physical presence in
Zambia, zoom meetings enabled us to agree
on a programme of technical support to our
organisation.  
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In September 2020 we approached the UKAID funded "Cities for Infrastructure and
Growth (CIGZambia)" group to consider the inclusion of Livingstone’s border crossing
development in their programme which was already working at the Chirundu border. 
 Our request was looked upon favourably and after stakeholder meetings in Livingstone,
the project Terms of Reference were concluded in December 2020 as “Livingstone:
Urban Development for Resilience and Growth” covering many issues affecting the CBD
as well as the border crossing.  

Fieldwork was undertaken from January to April 2021 and the substantial report was
published in May.  Amongst the many recommendations were:

         Encourage non-motorised transport by turning sanitary lanes into traffic free cycle/ 
         pedestrian lanes
         City wide bypass to remove trucks from the city centre and reduce noise and air
         pollution to improve health
         Rehabilitation of historic buildings to improve the attractiveness of the city centre
         Improve open spaces for the community by rehabilitating current green spaces  
         and parks and developing others
         Policy development supporting non-motorised transport, parking, zoning and
         temporary use of empty commercial sites
         Public art installations, streetscape design and promoting a night-time/evening
         economy for local food markets

By May 2021 changes within UK development aid funding meant that the second stage
of the programme, which had the intention of accessing finance to implement the
recommendations, was discontinued.  It is our intention to continue to seek sources of
funding to enable Livingstone to benefit by utilising this excellent resource.
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Visitors to Livingstone

Africa’s Eden Media Team visit
British High Commissioner,

Nicholas Woolley

Zambian Actress, M'faweli Tao

Hon Minister for Tourism, Rodney
Sikumba; Senior Chief Mukuni;
Constance Mukelebai, Mayor of
Livingstone at the Victoria Falls, on the
1st occasion that the Queens Baton
Relay arrived in Livingstone in the run
up to the 2022 Commonwealth Games.

DL staff with Africa's Eden Media Team
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Publications
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In addition Technical assistance:
CBI Netherlands - Euro20,000 per annum
CIGZambia, UK Aid -  £250,000 for the Livingstone: Town Centre Plan Project
   

Financial Statement
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                                                                                                               Dec 2021           Dec 2020

Income from Grants                                                                          1,835,876.11       890,268.33
Cost of main business                                                                      (1,438,450.17      (471,612.39)
Gross profit                                                                                           397,425.94       418,655.94
Administration expenses                                                                   (561,258.55)       (82,054.14)
Operating profit/ (loss)                                                                       (163,832.61)       336,601.80
  
Profit/ (loss) before tax                                                                       (163,832.61)      336,601.80
Income tax credit/ (expense)                                                               (19,516.57)      (129,955.87)
Net income/ (loss) for the period from continuing 
operations                                                                                            (183,349.18)      206,645.93
  
Total comprehensive income/ (loss) for the year                   (183,349.18)     206,645.93                         

                                                                                                            Dec 2021            Dec 2020
 

Assets  
Other receivables                                                                             42,196.00 
Bank and cash balances                                                                  360,221.73          466,992.44
Total current assets                                                                         402,417.73          466,992.44
Total assets                                                                                    402,417.73          466,992.44
  
Equity and Liabilities  
Net income/ (loss)                                                                            23,296.75            206,645.93
Total capital and reserves                                                         23,296.75            206,645.93
  
Current liabilities  
Trade and other payables                                                               229,648.54         130,390.64
Taxation                                                                                            149,472.44          129,955.87
Total current liabilities                                                               379,120.98          260,346.51
  
Total Equity and liabilities                                                         402,417.73          466,992.44

Currency shown is Zambian Kwacha (avg rate of exchange ZMW 21 = $1)



One Stop Shop / Ministry of Tourism and Arts
Mosi-O-Tunya Road

Livingstone
ZAMBIA

 
Rosie Mercer - Business Development Manager

Cell/ Whatts Ap: :+260 976 862325
Email: DestinationLivingstone2020@gmail.com

Website: www.destinationlivingstone.org

https://www.facebook.com/DestinationLivingstoneInitiative
https://www.instagram.com/destinationlivingstone/
https://destinationlivingstone.org/

